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Oasis Water Resistant Laminate Flooring Warranty 
 
 
LIMITED 25 YEAR RESIDENTIAL WARRANTY 
Oasis Wood Flooring Inc. warrants to the original purchaser that the flooring will 
be free of manufacturing defects, and the surface will not wear through stain or 
fade from sunlight or artificial light when used under normal residential traffic 
conditions. Wear - through is defined as total loss of pattern in a minimum of 2 
square inch area. Scratches and loss of gloss are not considered as wear through. 
 
If the product wears through stains or fades, Oasis Wood Flooring Inc. will at its 
option replace or refund the portion of the floor in question as covered under this 
warranty. This warranty does not cover labor, unless professionally installed. Nor 
any other incidental expenses incurred as a result of covered defect. Should the 
original floor be discontinued, Oasis Wood Flooring Inc. will replace the defective 
material with an Oasis Wood flooring Inc. floor of equal value. This warranty is 
exclusive to the original purchaser and in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or 
implied and all other remedies, guarantees or liabilities arising by law or 
otherwise. 
 
LIMITED 5 YEAR COMMERCIAL WARRANTY 
Oasis Wood Flooring Inc. warrants to the original purchaser that the flooring will 
be free of manufacturing defects and the surface will not wear through stain or 
fade from sunlight or artificial light for 5 years after the date of purchase of the 
product when used under normal commercial traffic conditions. 
Wear-through is defined as total loss of pattern in a minimum of 2 square inch 
area. Scratches and loss of gloss are not considered as wear – through. Heavier 
traffic areas such as entry foyers, food preparation areas such as commercial 
kitchens, and areas with heavy rolling loads are not recommended. 
If the product wears through, stains or fades, Oasis Wood Flooring Inc. will at its 
option replace or refund the portion of the floor in question as covered under this 
warranty. This warranty does not cover labor unless professionally installed, nor 
any other incidental expenses incurred as a result of covered defect.  
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Should the original floor be discontinued. Oasis Wood Flooring Inc. will replace 
the defective material with an Oasis Wood Flooring Inc. floor of equal value. 
This warranty is exclusive to the original purchaser and in lieu of all other 
warranties, expressed or implied, and all other remedies, guarantees or liabilities 
arising by law or otherwise. 
 
300 Hours Standing Water Warranty 
Oasis Wood Flooring Inc. will resist damage from moisture due to wet mopping 
and everyday household spills removed within 300 hours. This product is water 
resistant. However, when excessive moisture accumulates in buildings or on 
building materials, mold and/or mildew growth can occur (particularly if the 
moisture problem remains undiscovered and unaddressed). The moisture 
warranty excludes damage resulting from mold and/or mildew growth due to 
prolonged exposure to moisture. No Pre-Moisture films are installed and are not covered 
under warranty. (Installing the Pre-Moisture films can help protect your water-resistant 

laminate floor from harmful subsurface moisture). Using the wrong cleaning product 
and pet urine, moving furniture, and wearing shoes on the flooring and flooring 
damage resulting from these actions may not be covered under warranty. 
 
 
 


